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Between South and Central Asia, in the high mountains and cold deserts, India, Pakistan and

China have fought brutal wars over barren, uninhabited territory in a bid for control over their

national peripheries, including Xinjiang and Tibet in China, and Jammu and Kashmir on the

Indian subcontinent.White as the Shroud explores this broader story through the most surreal

of such conflicts: the Siachen war, fought between India and Pakistan for control of the

eponymous glacier. The tale of Siachen highlights the absurdity of seeking hard borders in

such desolate mountains, as well as the brutality of high-altitude warfare--more soldiers were

killed by the weather and terrain than by the fighting.As one of the few people to have visited

both sides of the glacier, Indian and Pakistani, Myra MacDonald provides a first-hand view of

the battlefield and a wealth of eyewitness testimony from combatants. She sets this account in

the overarching narrative of the Kashmir conflict, India's defeat by China in 1962, and the 1999

India-Pakistan Kargil war. White as the Shroud brings a fresh perspective to one of the most

volatile corners of the world, raising questions about borders and the wars fought to defend

them.
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BibliographyAcknowledgementsIndexPREFACENearly two decades ago, as a relative

newcomer to South Asia, I stumbled into the story of the Siachen war, fought between India

and Pakistan for control of the Siachen glacier in the bleak mountains of the Karakoram. The

war had begun in 1984 when Indian troops occupied a mountain ridge overlooking the glacier.

Pakistan had rushed its own men up into the mountains to drive the Indians out and years later

they were still there. Siachen, lying at the point where India, Pakistan, and China meet, had

become the world’s highest, coldest battlefield.I first came across the Siachen war while on a

visit to Ladakh, part of the former princely state of Jammu and Kashmir that has driven conflict

between India and Pakistan since independence in 1947. Though I was not able to see

Siachen on that first visit – it lies on the periphery of Ladakh in a distant military-controlled

zone – I heard enough to want to know more. This was a war in which more men had been

killed by the savage terrain and brutal weather than by gruelling high-altitude battles in ice and

snow. Soldiers were posted above 18,000 feet, a height so unsuited to human life that the body

has to feed on itself in order to survive. Even so, they had gone out to fight, backed by artillery

and mortars. They spent months in isolated posts along a 110 km-long frontline in mountains

so high and so bleak that they would deter all but the best mountaineers. Neither India nor

Pakistan could win the war – the terrain was too hostile to achieve a decisive victory. Nor could

they retreat for fear of ceding ground to the other.In 2003 and 2004 I travelled through India

and Pakistan, unravelling the story of the Siachen war. I gathered hours of interviews with men

who had been involved in the planning of the war and who had fought in its major battles. I

sought out soldiers who could explain to me what it was like to be posted to Siachen. I wrestled

with bureaucratic stonewalling to persuade both armies to take me to their side of the

battlefield. Thrice, I visited the war zone itself, once driving there over one of the world’s

highest roads and then flying to it by helicopter, first with the Indian Army and then with the

Pakistan Army. In the course of my research I filled dozens of notebooks with journalistic rigour

while writing what I felt and thought in my personal diary.I published an account of my travels

as Heights of Madness: One Woman’s Journey in Pursuit of a Secret War in 2007. Reading it

now, I am struck by the energy and freshness that came from being new to the subject and

relatively new to the region – I had moved to India as Reuters bureau chief in 2000. Now I have

grown more used to South Asia, so that its foibles are more likely to inspire frustration than

wonder, though the mountains of the Himalaya and Karakoram still fill me with awe. In 2016 I

published a second book, Defeat is an Orphan: How Pakistan Lost the Great South Asian War,

which recounts the changing fortunes of India and Pakistan since their nuclear tests in 1998.



Since then I have been researching a third book linked to the history of Kashmir.I decided,

however, that the story of the Siachen war deserved a retelling, this time using it as a jumping-

off point for looking at the broader nature of conflict all along the periphery of Jammu and

Kashmir. Here, in the mountains and high cold deserts between South and Central Asia, three

nuclear-armed powers – India, Pakistan, and China – are embroiled in long-running disputes

which have occasionally escalated into all-out war.The frontier lines separating these three

countries are becoming more dangerous and volatile. In the mountains to the east of Siachen,

tensions have flared between India and China. The two countries fought a border war in 1962,

sparked largely by their disagreement over the delineation of the frontier between Ladakh,

Tibet, and Xinjiang in Chinese Central Asia. It ended in a humiliating defeat for India. The

border has never been agreed, leading to sporadic stand-offs between the Indian and Chinese

armies. In mid-2020, twenty Indian troops and an unknown number of Chinese soldiers died in

a skirmish on an arid mountain ridge on the periphery of Ladakh. It was their deadliest clash in

more than five decades. In the mountains to the south and west of Siachen, Indian and

Pakistani troops face each other across the Line of Control (LoC) which divides the erstwhile

princely state of Jammu and Kashmir. It was there that they fought the brief but intense Kargil

war in 1999. A ceasefire on the LoC agreed in 2003 has all but broken down, with Indian and

Pakistani troops frequently targeting each other with artillery and small arms fire.To be sure,

there are clear distinctions between the various “frontiers” in the region, among them the

Actual Ground Position Line (AGPL) in Siachen, the Line of Control (LoC) between India and

Pakistan, and the Line of Actual Control (LAC) between India and China. Seen together, these

form a near-unbroken chain around Ladakh, but all three are managed differently, and subject

to an array of disparate understandings based on their particular histories. There is, moreover,

no neat correspondence between the Sino–Indian, the Sino–Pakistani, and the India–Pakistan

relationships.In this retelling of the story, then, my aim has not been to produce a definitive

account of the three-way contestation between Pakistan, India, and China over the frontiers of

Jammu and Kashmir. Rather, I have used my research into the Siachen war to illustrate the

confusing and often nebulous nature of both borders and war on this remote high-altitude

periphery.In doing so, I have retained much of my original format, describing the details of how

and why the Siachen war was fought, and my own journey through India and Pakistan trying to

make sense of it. I have, however, added new segments as I broadened the premise of the

book. I have included a discussion of how British imperial borders, once little more than lines

on maps, became in the second half of the twentieth century rigid frontiers that had to be

defended at all costs. I have also expanded on the history of Jammu and Kashmir. Given the

growing tensions between India and China, I have added more details on their 1962 war.

Moving forward in time, it is clear to me that the Siachen and Kargil wars are so intimately

connected in their geographical proximity that it would be wrong to cover one without the other.

I have therefore included two new chapters on the Kargil war.I have also examined how

multiple overlapping conflicts have historically shaped the frontiers of Jammu and Kashmir and

continue to do so. In the present day, these include the ideological and strategic contestation

between India and Pakistan and their dispute over Kashmir. On the India–China front, Delhi is

confronted by a regional rival whose economy has grown to become nearly five times the size

of India’s. China frets about warming ties between India and the United States, and about

maintaining control over its politically sensitive western periphery in Xinjiang and Tibet, both

adjoining Ladakh. These overlapping conflicts are in turn exacerbated by the chains that bind

Pakistan, India, and China into an awkward three-way competition. Pakistan distrusts a much

larger India, while India fears a more powerful China. An alliance between China and Pakistan,



linking them across a land bridge that runs through the Pakistani part of erstwhile Jammu and

Kashmir, leaves India – and Ladakh in particular – hemmed in on two sides.These overlapping

conflicts then meld into the ever-present risk of tactical miscalculations when soldiers are

posted in remote and rough terrain, struggling with the high altitude, the penetrating cold, and

the rapidly changing weather that make these mountains so unpredictable. Fighting on the

frontiers also happens either despite the fact that all three countries involved have nuclear

weapons, or because the supposed unthinkability of all-out war means they are more likely to

channel their energies into localised conflicts.In the interests of bringing the book up to date, I

have added an epilogue that looks at how India, Pakistan and China tried, and ultimately failed,

to manage their frontiers over recent decades. With apologies to readers, I have deliberately

decided against including maps in this new version. These frontiers are so contested that it has

become extremely difficult to produce maps that will satisfy audiences in different countries. I

have expanded my descriptions of the topography of the region, but would recommend that

readers keep a map handy to help identify the location of the different places described in the

book.Finally, while broadening the contours of my original Siachen book, I have tried to keep

where possible the authenticity of the original. For no matter how many maps you pore over,

how many political and military accounts you collect, and how much history you read, there is

nothing to compare with actually travelling in the region. It is only then, dazed by altitude and

awed by the immensity of the terrain, that you catch a glimpse of the sheer difficulty and

absurdity of fighting over these mountains. It is only then too that you are struck by the

implausibility of the militarised frontiers being forged through conflict in mainly uninhabited

terrain where previously no fixed borders existed. In the past, in more heavily populated

Europe, borders began as defensive structures separating rival ethnic, religious, and linguistic

groups. In the mountains and high cold deserts between South and Central Asia, so unsuited

to human habitation, there are almost no populations to divide.For though I had set out to write

about the world’s most hostile, coldest, highest battlefield, I discovered a land so beautiful that I

came to believe, as did many of the soldiers who fought there, that this was once the home of

the gods.1LADAKH“In the old days, there were no borders, no checkpoints. We could move

freely everywhere. Now if we go outside Ladakh there are lots of checkpoints. Even within our

country, there are checkpoints.”Ladakhi farmerFor the nerve centre of India’s most strategically

important region, Leh is one of the quaintest towns in the world. Once a staging post on the

network of tributaries that fed the Silk Route, Leh’s main street is still wide enough for the

caravan traders who passed through, coming from Tibet, Central Asia, and the plains of India.

A crumbling royal palace, with imposing walls of stone clutching awkwardly to a craggy hill,

overlooks the town. On another hill, a Buddhist monastery rises defiantly into the clouds. Rows

of prayer flags strung out from its topmost floor slope downwards like guy ropes anchoring a

tent in the wind. At 11,500 feet, Leh is also one of the world’s highest towns. Under the glare of

the high-altitude sun every detail has a two-dimensional picture-postcard quality. In the desert

beyond the town, soft pale sand gathers in craters of grey-brown rock, while in the distance the

Karakoram range rises into serrated, snow-covered peaks, white against a luminous blue sky.I

first flew to Leh, the capital of Ladakh in the far north-west of India, in August 2002. Ladakh

was the largest part of the erstwhile princely state of Jammu and Kashmir which had been torn

apart by India and Pakistan at independence and continued to be claimed by both in full. With

its contested frontiers with Tibet, Xinjiang in Chinese Central Asia, and Pakistan, it had been

considered so strategically important by India that it was closed to outsiders until 1974. Ladakh

had also long been overshadowed by its more glamorous neighbour, Kashmir, the heavily

populated heartland whose name was often used as shorthand for the entirety of the state. On



that first trip my plan was to find a new way of looking at the Kashmir dispute – from the

periphery looking in to the heartland rather than from the inside looking out. Instead, I would

end up looking outward to the frontiers.The contrast between Ladakh and what was historically

Kashmir proper could not have been starker. Kashmir is a green and fertile plain watered by

streams running down its many valleys, entirely surrounded by the Himalayan mountains.

Ladakh is a barren and windswept high cold desert at the western end of the Tibetan plateau.

The soft rain-washed Himalayan light that gave Kashmir its beauty was replaced in Ladakh by

the harsh clarity of dry thin air which so distorted perspective that it magnified everything into a

vivid series of celluloid still shots. Kashmir was predominantly Muslim while Ladakh was

dominated by Buddhism. Kashmir had the largest percentage of the population of the bygone

princely state but represented barely more than 10 per cent of its territory. Ladakh had only a

fraction of the people but most of the territory. In Kashmir, tens of thousands had been killed in

a separatist insurgency against Indian rule. It was a place I had come to associate with the

menace of twilight and the beauty of the days, with the flitting shadows of the Pakistan-backed

insurgency and the evident apparatus of Indian military power. Ladakh was peaceful, at least

within its borders. Here the watchfulness caused by the Kashmir insurgency was swapped for a

liberating and altitude-induced hypoxia.I flew there across the great Himalayan barrier that

separates Ladakh from Kashmir. The mountains are so high that they catch and stop the

monsoon rains sweeping up from India, turning everything north and east of Kashmir into

desert. The ranges were formed when the Indian subcontinent collided into Asia more than fifty

million years ago, and as I looked down from my plane window the impact of the collision was

still visible. Jagged, barren peaks fell away into vertical cliffs, or collected into ribs that

descended from uneven ridgelines. In the narrow valleys below, the land crumpled into

careless folds, drifting sand, and moonscape craters. The mountains did not even look that

high compared to the valleys since the whole land mass was perched 10,000 to 20,000 feet

above sea level.Leh was the base for the Indian Army 14th Corps, responsible for Ladakh’s

contested frontiers with China and Pakistan. But when I first arrived, queasy with the high

altitude, my initial impression was not so much of its strategic importance as of its old-

fashioned otherworldliness. Everywhere were Buddhist stupas – stepped stone reliquaries that

narrowed towards the top – evidence of Ladakh’s close association with Tibetan Buddhism. At

one entrance to the town stood a giant prayer wheel, weighted to rotate clockwise and send

the prayers written inside skywards. Buddhist monks in maroon robes and with shaved heads

thronged through the streets; peasant women with thick dark braids and weather-beaten faces

crouched next to vegetable stalls; the many backpackers belonged to an earlier era, eking out

the last of the hippie trail. Outside Leh, hilltop monasteries overlooked the land they once

dominated, while far below women worked in fields of barley and wheat that clutched to the

narrow strip of irrigated land around the Indus river – which started in Tibet, drifted through

Ladakh, and swept down through Pakistan to the Arabian Sea.Between the quaintness and the

high altitude, the town and the surrounding region seemed trapped in time, like the mythical

Shangri-la. The Dalai Lama visited while I was there, and I joined the townspeople crowding

into a field outside Leh for a lunch to be held in his honour. Around me were women in

traditional Ladakhi hats, brimmed, high, and squared off at the top, and men and girls in pale-

yellow Tibetan scarves who all fell powerfully silent when the exiled Tibetan leader arrived. As

he took his place alongside senior monks from the local monasteries on a canopy-covered

platform, some youths began singing. They looked as though they had been rehearsing all year

for just this moment.You could still find nomads in Ladakh who wandered the high plateaux

above Leh, seeking fresh grazing for their goats and sheep and camping in tents made of yak’s



wool. They collected what had once been Ladakh’s most famous export, the pashm wool of

goats that thrive only at high altitude. The fine warm under-fleece grown by the goats in winter

and shed in the summer was then sold to Kashmiris for weaving into pashmina shawls. It was

while seeking out the nomads that I first learned the perils of high altitude. We had found a

group of nomads at the top of a 17,500-feet road pass, their goats spread out across the scree.

In the bright sun the goats had a delicate, almost translucent, pale-pink sheen to them and I

wanted to touch one to feel the fleece for myself. Misjudging the distance in the thin air, I began

walking towards them, only to be forced back towards the car by an invisible chain.

Determinedly I set out again and again before being overwhelmed by tiredness and nausea. It

took me a while, and a pounding headache, to realise it was the beginning of altitude sickness.

High altitude had a way of seeping into you psychologically as much as physically, so that you

did not always notice the effect until it was too late. On the borders of Ladakh, soldiers were

expected to fight at heights like this.If the quaintness of Ladakh was beguiling, however, it

could be misleading too, for it disguised how much the region had changed over the previous

decades. Tibetan Buddhism was an ancient tradition here, but the Dalai Lama was a relative

newcomer to India, having fled into exile from Tibet in 1959. Where the nomads once roamed

freely across the Tibetan plateau, they now avoided straying into territory controlled by China.

For generations, they had been self-sufficient, but the pashm trade had dwindled with the

decline in the Kashmir shawl industry and they had become reliant on the army or government

handouts for cash. Even Ladakh’s apparent isolation was the product of relatively recent

history. The territory had always been geographically remote, but culturally it had been linked to

the surrounding regions by the caravan trade. It was only as a result of mid-twentieth-century

conflicts that its borders had been closed. Its history – as with other parts of Jammu and

Kashmir – was one of far greater openness, shaped by the many empires and bigger powers

that crept up to and sometimes over its frontiers.Lying roughly halfway between the plains of

India and Central Asia, Leh had attracted caravan traders from Tibet, Kashmir, and Punjab,

from the ancient Silk Route trading cities of Yarkand and Kashgar, from Baltistan and

Afghanistan. The cosmopolitanism of this trade was complemented by overlapping cultural,

political, and religious links that connected Ladakh both to Tibet and Kashmir.Though Ladakh

was separated from Chinese Central Asia to the north by the high mountains of the

Karakoram, it had no natural boundary with Tibet. It had once been part of the vast and

powerful Tibetan empire that dominated the region between the seventh and ninth centuries

and still shared many of its characteristics – the same geography, the same rivers, the same

culture. It was anchored to Kashmir in other ways. Buddhism had spread to Ladakh originally

from Kashmir rather than Tibet. In later centuries, the importance of the pashm trade had led to

Ladakh being yoked politically to Kashmir. The Mughal empire, which had annexed Kashmir in

1586, had for example demanded a monopoly on pashm wool and tributary status from Ladakh

as the price of helping it against a seventeenth-century Tibetan invasion. Two centuries later, at

the height of the Sikh empire in north-west India, Sikh allies from the Dogra clan – Hindus from

the neighbouring Jammu region – conquered Ladakh in part to enforce this monopoly on the

wool trade.When the British defeated the Sikhs to become the paramount power in the region

in the mid-nineteenth century, they decided that rather than shoulder the cost of administering

the mountain fiefdoms in north-west India, they would hand them over to the Dogras in

exchange for a pledge of loyalty to the British crown. It was from these disparate mountain

territories that the Dogra ruler Gulab Singh had forged the princely state of Jammu and

Kashmir in 1846. It was one of the largest in the British empire, comprising his home fiefdom in

Jammu along with Kashmir, Ladakh, and the neighbouring mountain regions of Gilgit and



Baltistan. About the size of Britain, it was both princely state and buffer state, guarding the

northern frontier of British India.Jammu and Kashmir survived as a princely state for a hundred

years and was regarded by the British as a bulwark against any invasion by Tsarist Russia.

This was the time of the Great Game, in which British explorers charted the deserts and

mountains at the fringes of their Indian empire. Acting sometimes with official support and

sometimes without, these explorers were driven by a spirit of adventure, sometimes by a desire

to open up trade with the wealthy Central Asian Islamic khanates that lay along the Silk Route,

and most of all by British hostility to the southward expansion of Tsarist Russia into Central

Asia. The British were inveterate mapmakers and explorers, drawing various lines marking

where they thought the borders of Jammu and Kashmir should be. These, however, were never

internationally agreed. But such was the nature of British hegemony that they rarely felt the

need to defend these borders with troops. They had other ways of projecting power, with

diplomatic or economic pressure or through punitive military expeditions. The borders then

were little more than British lines on maps that left the frontiers of Ladakh fluid.Right into the

twentieth century, Ladakh had a cultural elasticity that allowed it to survive tensions between

South and Central Asia, politically attached to Kashmir but religiously tied to Tibet. The caravan

traders, with their easy cosmopolitanism, continued to travel through it up to the Second World

War; nomads roamed freely across the Tibetan plateau; scholars and merchants moved

around in pursuit of education, business, or family ties.Then came the great upheavals of the

mid-twentieth century. The Second World War was followed by the British departure from India

in 1947 and the country’s partition into Muslim Pakistan and Hindu-majority but secular India.

Almost immediately the two newly independent countries were at war over Jammu and

Kashmir, tearing it apart. The war ended with the division of the state along what was meant to

be a temporary ceasefire line. India held Ladakh, Kashmir, and much of Jammu, while Pakistan

controlled Gilgit and Baltistan and a strip of land it called Azad (Free) Kashmir. Kashmir

remains divided to this day. Civil war in China, followed by the success of the communist

revolution in 1949, led to the closing down of trading links with the Silk Route cities of Yarkand

and Kashgar. Then China occupied Tibet, culminating in the flight of the Dalai Lama to India in

1959. War between India and China followed, driven in part by a dispute over the border

between Ladakh and Tibet. The 1962 war ended in a humiliating defeat for India.It is a

measure of the extent to which contested frontiers take on a life of their own that conflict

continued to spool out along the borders of Ladakh, the scene set by these first wars between

India and Pakistan over Kashmir and then between India and China. India became so worried

about a potential link-up between Pakistan and China on the fringes of Ladakh that it sent

troops to occupy the Siachen glacier in 1984, starting the Siachen war. That in turn created the

conditions for yet another conflict – the Kargil war fought by India and Pakistan in the

mountains between Ladakh and Baltistan in 1999, barely a year after both had tested nuclear

weapons.By the time I visited, Ladakh had become a cul-de-sac, its once fluid borders

slammed shut. With the loss of the old trade routes that had made it a crossroads for

commerce and culture, Ladakh had hunched in on itself, the cosmopolitanism of the caravan

trade replaced by a brooding anxiety about its place in the world. Not only had borders sprung

up around Ladakh, but the border mind-set had slunk inside, creating divisions where none

had existed before. After trading for years with the Kashmiris, the people of Leh had become

impatient with them. As Buddhists loyal to India rather than Pakistan, they had no sympathy for

the separatist insurgency in Kashmir. Just as Kashmir sought to break away from India, the

Buddhists of Leh wanted to secede from Kashmir. But in the Muslim-dominated Kargil district

of Ladakh, people resented the dominance of the Buddhists of Leh. Inside Kargil district was a



small Buddhist enclave, and so it went on, offering endless possibilities for Balkanisation that

would have been unthinkable in the days of the caravan trade.“I miss those trading days,” said

Tsering Stobdan, a wizened farmer who guessed his age to be around seventy-seven, as he

sat scythe in hand under the shade of an apricot tree in his farm on the outskirts of Leh. “In the

olden times people were very nice and now people are becoming bad and greedy,” he said. “In

the old days, there were no borders, no checkpoints. We could move freely everywhere. Now if

we go outside Ladakh there are lots of checkpoints. Even within our country, there are

checkpoints. It is because people are becoming so bad. It is because of selfishness. Everyone

is becoming rich.”It was towards the end of my first visit to Ladakh that I stumbled into what

would become an enduring fascination with the Siachen war. I had gone to the headquarters of

the Indian Army 14th Corps outside Leh to find out more about the military situation on the

borders. At first glance, the headquarters appeared relatively low-key. Housing and low

buildings stretched across the desert in orderly lines. Military vehicles, scrubbed clean,

gleamed in the dusty terrain, and a golf course, billed as the world’s highest, had been laid out

in the nearby sand dunes. But this was the nerve centre for all the frontlines in Ladakh. To the

west was the Line of Control (LoC) that divided Jammu and Kashmir between India and

Pakistan. It was there that the Kargil war was fought. Though intended as a ceasefire line, India

and Pakistan fired at each other nearly every day across it at the time, usually with artillery and

mortars. To the east was what was called the Line of Actual Control (LAC) – the contested

border with China. Though more peaceful than the LoC at the time, the LAC was heavily

patrolled by Indian and Chinese troops and still saw sporadic clashes. Between these two lines

were the mountains and glaciers that were home to the Siachen war. The Indian Army tended

to refer to everything by its abbreviation, so this frontline was known as the AGPL – the Actual

Ground Position Line.An enthusiastic public relations officer welcomed me to the army base

and proudly announced that his last posting had been on Siachen. His manner suggested that

he had crossed a barrier and seen something on the other side of life that most men hadn’t.

Then he stopped himself, realising he was in danger of saying too much without permission. I

was led into a small courtyard where the equipment and rations used in Siachen had been laid

out for me to see. It was a cold but sunny day, and officers crowded around, eager to explain

the challenges of supplying the troops on the world’s highest battlefield. Siachen was sustained

by the longest, highest, and most expensive airborne operation in the world. It had the highest

helipad and the highest dropping zone. It was a war zone where the vast majority of casualties

were caused by weather and terrain rather than by enemy fire. Soldiers survived on Siachen

only with the help of expensive specialised mountaineering gear, most of it imported from

abroad. Over the years of the Siachen war, the Indian Army often lacked adequate supplies for

its high-altitude troops. At the time of my visit, however, a sympathetic defence minister had

gone out of his way to try to make sure the Siachen troops were well served.On display were

Swiss Army knives and French waterproof gaiters; layers of underwear and jerseys, white

jackets and trousers, inner and outer gloves, inner and outer boots, snow goggles, and thick

“Siachen socks”. The two-man tents from Russia had such good insulation that if you lit a

candle inside, it would help keep you warm. Then there were green-dyed ropes that floated in

the snow and stained it with colour. These the men carried in the hope of being found if caught

by an avalanche, along with Austrian transmitters for avalanche victims, and Italian avalanche

rods for measuring fresh snowfall. Full-sized mannequins clad in white jackets and trousers,

their faces obscured by snow goggles and their feet huge in heavy white snow boots, towered

over me. They looked clumsy and robotic, like cyber men, as though this was a war fought not

by real men at all, but by machines manoeuvring awkwardly on the roof of the world.One



officer, who had spent his career organising supplies for troops on the frontlines, beamed with

the fussiness of a boarding-school matron as he showed me rations for Siachen and explained

how the army did everything it could to encourage troops to eat, even when the altitude had

sapped their appetites. Proudly, he pointed to Cadbury’s Fruit and Nut bars, cans of Nestlé’s

condensed milk, nuts and raisins, curry, chapatis, dried vegetables, tea, sugar, butter, canned

food, biscuits, chocolates and éclairs, fruit juice, rice, salt, oil, lentils, and several varieties of

jam. The military even catered to the varied eating habits of the many different peoples in the

Indian Army – food for vegetarians and non-vegetarians, fish for Bengalis, meat for

Punjabis.Nobody rushed to tell me why they were fighting the war. The many superlatives

associated with Siachen seemed to be enough to justify it. Arguably, it was hardly a proper war

at all. Since the terrain was too savage to allow troops the mobility and numbers to fight serious

battles, the infantry had been limited to lumbering high-altitude skirmishes in the snow. While

up to 5,000 men were deployed on either side, the numbers on forward posts ran only into the

high hundreds, with the rest making their way up or down, in support positions, or in training

and acclimatisation. Siachen had nonetheless acquired all the accoutrements of war, with

artillery and mortars dragged up into the mountains to support the troops. Though there would

later be a ceasefire in Siachen, at the time of my visit it was still very much a live war. “They

see some movement, they fire. We see some movement, we fire,” said the 14th Corps

Commander, Lieutenant General Rajinder Bir Singh. Some 200 to 300 rounds of artillery were

exchanged every day on the LoC and on Siachen, he said. “This is the status quo. The guns

have never been quiet. This is a war zone.”After I returned to Delhi, I tracked down people who

had served in Siachen, trying to make sense of a war that had been sanitised into an ordered

display of rations and equipment in a scrubbed-clean courtyard in Leh. An army wife said

young officers posted to Siachen came back mature men. “People become very religious,” she

said. “People who don’t pray, start praying there.” A soldier who had served in Siachen in 1987

told me how hard it was to eat there, how the sun was so bright that men suffered from snow

blindness, and how it was so cold that many had had to have limbs amputated because of

frostbite. He talked of his first experience of an avalanche, when six men above him were

climbing a rope and everything went white. Their bodies were found the next day. Captain

Singh had since left the army and spoke with an edge of anger, occasionally lowering his voice

with a perceptible shudder. “You are just holding the area and losing troops,” he complained.

“What is the use of going for these things? If we can do it once and for all, it’s all right. But for

months and years together – what is the use?” Everyone suffered physically on Siachen, he

said, but most of all they suffered psychologically. “Since it is so challenging, everyone likes to

go there, but the reality is very different once you are there. One can enjoy such conditions for

four or five days for adventure. But when you are there for a month, and to fight, it is really

difficult. We saw a few crows there and no other living thing. I don’t think the average person

can survive there.” The more I heard, the more I wanted to see Siachen for myself.It was the

late summer of 2003, nearly a year after my first trip to Leh, before I was able to begin my

quest to visit Siachen. By now the monsoon rains had washed away the stifling heat that built

up in May and June and Delhi had begun to relax in anticipation of the cooler days of winter. I

went to the Indian Army headquarters in New Delhi to try to convince them to let me go to

Siachen before the winter blizzards made a trip all but impossible.Steeling myself to walk past

the monkeys who guarded the entrance to the headquarters, I strode determinedly up to a

reception desk at the opening of a vaulted courtyard, presented my press card, and said I had

an appointment. Puzzled glances were exchanged, a few phone calls made, and the man

behind the desk turned to me with the relieved look of a bureaucrat who has just discovered he



can pass on the problem to someone else. “You are a foreigner,” he explained. “You have to go

through Gate 11.” He pointed in a vague direction past thick rounded walls and jutting stone

buttresses and I edged past them, trying to ignore the malevolent gaze of the monkeys as I

circled around the outside of what was one of the last imperial capitals ever built.The army

headquarters back then were in a complex of grandiose sandstone buildings that had been

inherited from the British. In the middle, a wide avenue ran uphill to a colonnaded and domed

palace originally built for the viceroy and now home to India’s president. On either side of the

avenue, two huge matching sandstone buildings, designed as secretariats for the servants of

the empire, housed the main government ministries and the army. No amount of honeyed pink

sandstone and intricate carving could redeem the scowling Victorian heaviness of the

buildings. Almost as an afterthought, two small domes had been added to both. These

“chhatris”, like spiked umbrellas, were meant to pay tribute to the elegance of Islamic Mughal

design. Yet, against the severity of the buildings they looked out of place, comic cupolas

perched on leaden English stone. Beyond the imperial buildings the British had laid out long

leafy avenues lined with elegant half-hidden bungalows, creating a new city to rival Old Delhi,

the capital of the Mughals.The British had built this capital – known as “Lutyens Delhi” after one

of its principal architects, Edwin Lutyens – after they decided to leave their headquarters in

Calcutta. The buildings had a tired grandeur to them, a monumental bulk that made them

appear, as the British had intended, unassailable. With the ambition of rulers who believed the

sun would never set on their empire, the British wanted a capital city that would show the

permanence of their power in India. But after inaugurating New Delhi in 1931, the British lasted

just sixteen years before the chaos of the Second World War and an increasingly insistent

demand by Indians for independence forced them to leave. They left behind their imperial

capital, a testament to the folly of pride and the arrogance of power.I edged around the jutting

stone buttresses of the former secretariat building looking for Gate 11. The monkeys scratched

each other lazily and watched me, knowing I was lost. For a moment I wondered whether Gate

11 would simply turn out not to exist. I decided to brave a short cut through the monkeys,

strode with as much confidence as I could muster to the next vaulted entrance, and reached

Gate 11. Once through it, I found myself in a large hallway, the way forward blocked by three

men who sat impassively behind a long bench. They were civilians rather than soldiers, whose

main purpose appeared to be to wear down the patience of anyone foolish enough to want to

go inside. They had huge heavy files in front of them, filled with names and numbers that they

stared at long and curiously, as though they might yield a clue to the identity of the foreign

woman standing in front of them. It took forever to convince them I had an appointment, and if

they would only call upstairs, someone would come to collect me. Finally a young officer

appeared, apologising amiably for the delay, and led me inside. This became a ritual repeated

every time I went back there.I followed the officer up a dark winding staircase, our footsteps

echoing on the heavy stone, and we emerged into a series of colonnaded verandas and open

internal courtyards. Monkeys clustered in the courtyards and swarmed up the walls, leaving

behind a dank smell of urine. In later years the Indian Army’s bureaucracy inhabited more

modern buildings, commensurate with the country’s status as a rising world power. Back then it

made do with this old colonial secretariat, which it shared with the defence ministry. The officer

ushered me into an office where I was to meet the men who could clear my trip. I explained

that I wanted to see Siachen and interview soldiers who had served there. We talked about the

contours of a trip to Siachen, how I would have to see it from the air by helicopter to

understand it properly. I pushed to make our party as big as possible, including a photographer

and an Indian correspondent so that we could make the most of the trip.The army came up



with an answer that was frustratingly Indian. “Yes, no problem,” they said. “If you wouldn’t mind

just putting it all in writing…” That of course did not really mean “yes”. Their answer chimed

with Indian social etiquette: in private life Indians never really liked to say “no”. They always

found it easier to say “yes, I’ll do it” and then drifted back into a world where inertia took over

and whatever had been promised never materialised. It was even harder dealing with officials.

A written request would disappear into one of the millions of files maintained by the country’s

vast bureaucracy. Then it could take weeks, months, or even years to get the file resurrected

from the back of the filing cabinet and onto the desk of someone who could make a decision. I

was always rather surprised that they could find the file at all, yet usually they did.All this was

multiplied by a wariness of foreigners – common to all Indian institutions – combined with the

general suspicion of journalists inherent in most armies around the world. After my first visit to

army headquarters, I spent four weeks lobbying, telephoning, faxing, mailing, and string

pulling. I found out my trip needed the approval not just of the army but of the defence ministry.

So I went back again and again, braving the monkeys and the impassive men who guarded the

way in through Gate 11, chasing my written request as it bounced back and forth. I began to

suspect that the military officers and ministry bureaucrats did not talk to each other at all,

despite being in the same building and working for the same country.Determinedly, I pursued

my file, running in a Kafkaesque spin from one office to another, up and down the labyrinth of

corridors. Sometimes I would get lost inside, find an exit, and look longingly into the sunshine,

only to be told that for foreigners there was only one way out, just as there was only one way in

– through Gate 11. I might still have been there today but for a few good friends who knew the

right strings to pull. They persuaded the army to put me out of my misery and clear my trip to

Siachen.The “yes, no problem” was transformed into a carefully typewritten letter of

authorisation from military intelligence. “Permission to visit Siachen base camp”, it read. Then it

continued in the wonderfully old-fashioned British English that had lingered on in Indian

institutions long after the British themselves had drifted into Americanisms. “Tentative schedule

on a D-Day basis is forwarded herewith. You are requested to make the necessary

arrangements and intimate your date of arrival at Leh to this office at the earliest.”2THE

NUBRA VALLEY“Not one inch of land should be given up to the other side.”Indian army officer

on the road to SiachenWars throughout history have been shaped by terrain, transport, and

supplies, so much so that great battles have often been fought in the same place over a span

of centuries. Three of the subcontinent’s most significant battles in the pre-British Mughal

period, for example, were fought near the city of Panipat north of Delhi. Panipat lay on an

important trade route that could be used to march in men and their baggage trains; the fertile

north Indian plains provided food for foraging armies, and the area around provided the wide

open spaces needed for clashes between large numbers of men backed up by cavalry. After

mechanised transport changed the character of war, carnage was made possible by using the

railways to quickly deliver millions of men to the trenches of the First World War. In later years,

the U.S. Army developed logistics capabilities unparalleled in military history to fight wars far

away from home – though, as it discovered in Iraq and Afghanistan, even the best supply lines

in the world could not compensate for a failure of strategy.The Siachen war was different.

Rather than being defined by terrain, transport, and supplies, it was fought in defiance of them.

It relied on a logistics chain that ran through the highest mountains in the world. It was as far

from supplies and transport routes as you could get. In the First World War a soldier could

board a train in London one day and be in the trenches the next. In Siachen troops took weeks

to reach frontline positions – acclimatising to altitude took many days before a long journey by

road and on foot up to posts high in the mountains. When I made my first trip there, it took the



best part of a week just to reach the Indian Army base camp at the foot of the Siachen glacier. I

had to begin by flying from Delhi into Leh, wait on the army while kicking my heels, then drive

for two days on Ladakh’s steep, rough roads. It was a helpful if occasionally uncomfortable

introduction to the tenuousness of the military logistics that made the Siachen war improbable

and yet possible.I flew into Leh with Reuters photographer Pawel Kopczynski and defence

correspondent Sanjeev Miglani, and we were then forced to wait for four days until the army

gave us clearance to continue our trip to Siachen. Each day an army minder assigned to us

turned up with a new excuse for the delay. The army was not ready for us; the weather was

bad; the road was closed. We waited impatiently in the hotel and squabbled amongst ourselves

with the irritability brought on by altitude. In the evenings we drank Old Monk rum and Coke in

the chilly and unheated hotel. Misjudging the strength of the high-altitude sun, I sat for hours

without sun cream on the hotel terrace on the first day and realised only at night that my face

was burning while the rest of me was so cold that I had to sleep in all my clothes and woolly ski

hat. The next day my face was blistered and peeling. Finally, we were cleared to go, so the

three of us and our army minder set out early one morning in two jeeps driven by Ladakhi

drivers.Our first destination was the Khardung-la, a pass through which had been laid the

world’s highest motorable road – or so India claimed – though its exact height has since been

questioned and its status overtaken by other routes. Either way, at somewhere between 17,500

and 18,300 feet, it was still more than three miles above sea level. Khardung-la was the pass

that caravan traders going from Leh to the Central Asian cities of Yarkand and Kashgar used,

their path so steep and so deep in snow that it took them three days to cross it. They tried to

avoid journeying across its top at the warmest time of day, fearing the sunshine would trigger

an avalanche that might bury them on the way down, so they camped just below it and headed

over early in the morning. It was a legendary pass that came with its own ghost stories, like the

one about an entire caravan of Balti traders trapped on it by bad weather. When their bodies

were later found frozen, some of them were holding their hands to their mouths as though they

had died screaming.The Indian Army had built a paved road over the Khardung-la in the 1970s

but it remained vulnerable to landslides and heavy snow. As we drove up towards the top of the

pass, the road twisted into ever-tightening hairpin bends etched tenuously onto a steep slope

of rock, sand, and scree. Other than dried-out clumps of grass, the relentless grey-brown

barrenness of the desert was relieved only by precariously tilted boulders. Occasionally, the

desert banked up into small cliffs some ten to fifteen feet high that hugged one side of the

road, while the other side sheered away into a dizzying drop. There were no crash barriers,

and far below the skeletons of cars and trucks that had careered over the edge rusted away in

the sand.Doing my best to ignore the drop, I tried to write down my impressions of the scene.

Looking at my notebook today, I can see where the high altitude turned my handwriting from

firm, confident phrases into telegraphic notes in scrawled and barely legible lettering. “Nausea,”

I wrote. “Sense of altitude, of shutting down. Focusing inwards as the thin air takes effect. Still

climbing.” Above us, tall serrated rocks guarded the narrow entrance to the pass. The first

patches of snow appeared, collecting in hollows sheltered from the sun. We stopped talking as

we concentrated on breathing in the thin air. “Still climbing,” I wrote. “Tiny patches of snow.

Glaring sun. Bigger and bigger boulders. Icicles. Huge rocks folded together like gigantic

corrugated iron. Jagged spines sticking out.” Then I gave up writing altogether. The world

became unusually silent and the temperature dropped sharply despite the blazing sun. The

next time I wrote in my notebook we had reached the summit. “We are at the top,” I scrawled

triumphantly.After such a desolate drive, the top of the pass – more than 2,000 feet higher than

Europe’s highest mountain, Mont Blanc – was unexpectedly cluttered. A bulldozer and army



truck were parked just off the road, below a communications mast. Buddhist prayer flags in

green, yellow, red, blue, and white fluttered damply in the wind. A Hindu temple, a modern

construction in yellow brick, had been built by soldiers to honour the spirits of the Khardung-la

– Indians believed high mountain passes were haunted and took care to respectfully mollify

their ghosts. On either side were grey and blue prefabricated huts for the men of the Border

Roads Organisation, the army division responsible for keeping the road open for the convoys

rumbling through to Siachen. These men in their unglamorous role as road clearers had nearly

as hard a time as the soldiers on Siachen. They lived at the top of the pass for three months at

a stretch, going out each day with bulldozers to clear away snow that in winter piled up to

twenty feet high, helped by labourers who had been brought in from Bihar, one of India’s

poorest states. Occasionally one or the other of them would be swept away by an avalanche,

his body found far below months later. We stopped to take pictures of ourselves in front of a

yellow signpost announcing we were on the world’s highest road. Though it was nearly

freezing, I could feel my skin burning under the strong sun. Worried about the effects of altitude

if we lingered too long, we continued on down the other side of the pass, leaving the muffling

airlessness of the summit behind us.The terrain softened as we drove lower, and far below was

the first sign of water in hours, a gleaming turquoise stream curving across cream-white sand.

A group of soldiers in white jackets and trousers and snow goggles marched past us in brand

new snow boots. They had just arrived from Leh and looked fresh-faced, bewildered and

excited at reaching so far into this new and unfamiliar terrain. They would stay here,

acclimatising at heights around 15,000 feet, before being sent on to base camp for further

training. Then they would be deployed to forward posts for three months – the longest the army

calculated a man could endure above 18,000 feet. When they returned, their skin would have

been blackened by the sun and their snowsuits filthy, ingrained with soot from kerosene stoves.

Their bodies would be emaciated and their minds transformed. “Not everyone can survive

mentally,” a captain who had served on Siachen had told me. “Mental robustness is more

required than physical robustness.” Some might not come back at all.We drew to a halt at an

army camp set up to manage supplies to Siachen, our stop for lunch. This was one of a chain

of staging camps, the officers there told us, handling 6,000 tonnes of dry food per year, 19,000

to 20,000 kilolitres of fuel, and 200 tonnes of rations for pack animals, mostly ponies. They also

used sixty trucks to distribute supplies. No vehicle lasted long in this climate: next to the camp

was a graveyard of rusted jeeps and trucks. We were ushered into a low building with a long

dining table in the middle that served as an officers’ mess. As I would discover in my travels in

both India and Pakistan, the armies of both countries set particular store by the hospitality and

decorum of the officers’ mess. A legacy of their shared roots in the imperial British Indian Army,

it was one of the many traces of the colonial military that had outlasted independence. Siachen

was a brutal war in which soldiers were bayoneted at 21,000 feet or swallowed up by

avalanches and crevasses, but it was led by men with impeccable manners. Officers played

bridge in between shooting at the enemy and invoked regimental honour to persuade their

troops to fight. Away from the frontlines, the mess was a haven and an opportunity for

battalions to distinguish themselves in competition with other units. Here, on the supply route to

Siachen, the mess had its own bar, improvised out of a helicopter that had crashed nearby,

now propped up so that it adjoined the mess. A 1970s-style Formica bar had been set up in the

belly of the helicopter, where officers whiled away the lonely evenings over whisky and soda as

the wind howled outside. Back in the main body of the mess, the dining table was laden with

food. Bearers appeared, squatting in front of us with trays full of drinks or piling up our plates

with food. We were the first visitors in a long time, and it seemed they had spent two days



cooking for us.The officers of the Indian Army often lived sequestered lives, growing up in army

families and signing on for life. They trained, worked, lived, and socialised with the same set of

people. Sometimes they relied on their families to arrange a marriage for them. I must have

seemed unusual as a woman and a foreigner. Army officers were not allowed to talk to

foreigners without permission. Yet they treated me with unflappable courtesy. The conversation

turned to Siachen – whether it made sense for them to be there. “We’ve spent twenty years

building it up,” said one officer. “Why should we give up real estate?” Then came the refrain that

I was to hear repeatedly, both in India and Pakistan. “Not one inch of land. Not one inch of land

should be given up to the other side.”Driving further down, we reached a small bridge where

the Shyok and Nubra rivers met, marking the start of the Nubra valley that led towards

Siachen. The Nubra at this time of year was a delicate, meandering river that began in the

glacier itself and drifted hesitantly down the valley. It split itself apart in the pale sand, curving

into two streams, and then joined together again, and veered around sandbanks. The Shyok –

which means “the river of death” – was more ferocious. It had come from higher up in the

mountains to the north, heading determinedly into Pakistan where, many months later, I saw it

on the other side. When the Nubra met the river of death, it simply gave up and merged into

the Shyok. We followed the Nubra upstream, until eventually we saw it being born out of the

gravelly hulk of Siachen. Now we were in a wide, sandy plain that the Nubra flooded in spate

before retreating in the summer. Sheer faces of stone reared up on either side, naked and

fissured. Rows of poplars, rough scrub, and pinkish gorse ran alongside the river and petered

out in the damp sand. As we drove on, the valley walls took on recognisable shapes, as though

someone had deliberately carved out the rock. I imagined I saw a giant amphitheatre, and then

further on an Egyptian temple with massive rocks forming rough-hewn statues standing guard

outside.After seemingly endless miles on a quiet desert road, we came to the village of

Panamik. It was here that the old caravan route branched away from the Nubra valley, heading

north over the mountains and on into Central Asia. The caravan traders had had to climb first

over the Saser-la, a pass so littered with the bleached bones of pack animals that had perished

on it that it became known as the Skeleton Trail. Beyond the Saser-la was a windswept high-

altitude plateau known as the Depsang Plains, followed by the Karakoram Pass into Central

Asia. Caravan traders had stopped for several days in Panamik, recovering from their gruelling

trek over the Khardung-la and preparing for the even tougher journey up to the Karakoram

Pass. The village had been a thriving staging post during the days of the caravan trade, a place

where weary travellers could buy fresh provisions and obtain yaks from locals. Up to 10,000

pack animals passed through the Nubra valley in 1930, when the caravan trade was still at its

height, according to the historian Janet Rizvi. But the Karakoram Pass, once the main

landmark in the northern frontier of the British Raj, had been closed for decades. By the time

we visited, the small collection of houses at Panamik showed no trace of its more prosperous

past. Incongruously, a big advert for Pepsi had been daubed on one house.Panamik was as far

as civilians were allowed to go. High up in the mountains to the north and far out of sight was

the Line of Actual Control with China. The scene of sporadic clashes between Indian and

Chinese troops, this area – labelled in Indian Army jargon as Sub-Sector North (SSN) – was

one of the most sensitive parts of the long border between India and China. Since the 1962

war, a campsite on the Depsang Plains called Daulat Beg Oldi, once used by caravan traders,

had been turned by India into a military base. In the years after I first drove through Panamik,

India set up an airstrip at Daulat Beg Oldi which, at nearly 17,000 feet, it claimed was the

world’s highest. India also began to improve the road links to the area – responding, it said, to

increased infrastructure being built on the Chinese side of the Line of Actual Control. At the



time of our visit to Panamik, however, India still had a policy of deliberate neglect of its border

infrastructure on the assumption that the savage terrain would slow any invasion force, while

improved roads would help it. In believing so, it was following an example set by the British who

had been ambivalent about better border infrastructure. The colonial rulers had been keen

enough on improving trade between British India and Central Asia to convince Kashmir in 1870

not to charge transit duties on goods moving through, but wary enough about possible Russian

trespass to avoid building a good road right up to the frontier. It was only in the mid-2000s that

the Indian government, for whom the perceived threat from China had replaced the old British

fear of Russia, began to improve access to the borders. At the time of our visit, in any case, we

did not have military permission to visit the frontline with China. Our trip was to be tightly

controlled and focused on Siachen in the distant mountains to the west.We drove on through

the Nubra valley, glad of our army minder to smooth the way. The valley walls began to narrow

and the trees and gorse along the river faded away. There was nothing and nobody around.

Ahead the Karakoram mountains rose above us, white-capped, rough-edged against a cloud-

filled sky. We pulled up at an army camp on our left, its long rows of huts with corrugated roofs

encircled by barbed wire and half-hidden by sand dunes. On our right, a track snaked steeply

up towards the Line of Actual Control with China. Sasome was the last army camp before

Siachen base camp, big enough to house 2,000 men on their way to and from the glacier, and

the place where we were to spend the night.A young officer and retinue of men came out to

meet us and, seeming to think nothing of the absurdity of the setting, the soldiers served us tea

as we stood on the roadside between the sprawling army camp and the track towards China.

The Indian Army had a particular way of serving tea – a cup with a bag in it along with hot

water, milk, and sugar balanced on a tray. I noticed the hot water always pointed towards the

man holding the tray: every detail had been thought through. Another man proffered a plate of

biscuits. Civilians often complained about the number of soldiers used as support staff behind

the lines – the size of the “tail”, they argued, was far too big compared to the size of the “teeth”.

But it was not so simple, especially not here, near Siachen. Sometimes the men left behind to

serve tea and biscuits had failed in some way in training or on the frontline, either

psychologically or physically, and been given a position in the tail because the army looked

after its own, knowing that by doing so it won the loyalty of the men who went forward and died

for it.We pressed on, hoping to catch a glimpse of the Siachen glacier before dusk. The valley

narrowed further and the road disintegrated into a dirt track. Ahead the valley walls tapered

down, veering towards each other until they were almost overlapping as they came to an end.

The jeeps pulled up abruptly and we scrambled out. We were, I was told, within sight of

Siachen. Glaciers are formed in valleys where the snow does not melt from one year to the

next, creating a huge weight of compacted ice that eventually begins to slide downhill. They

suck up everything as they creep forward – soil, rock, stones – and where the land beneath

bends or steepens, they crack open like a piece of plastic pulled over an uneven surface,

leaving behind a trail of crevasses. Siachen was the longest glacier in the Karakoram, running

south-east for some 76 km and fed in turn by other tributary glaciers. It started at a height of

nearly 19,000 feet at a place known as Indira Col, a dip in the mountains that separated the

Eurasian plate from the Indian subcontinent. It was the de facto tri-junction between India,

Pakistan, and China. From Indira Col the glacier descended to nearly 12,000 feet where it

ended in the Nubra valley. I shivered in the evening chill and strained to make out the glacier in

the distance. The light was fading so that the valley walls seemed to become heavier as they

caught the descending darkness. Beyond, the Karakoram, half-covered in snow, disappeared

into a soft-grey cloudy sky. Then, looking upwards beyond the gap in the valley walls, I saw the



Siachen glacier for the first time.It looped around from the mountains towards my left, a long

slope of snow so barely inclined compared to the steep mountainsides around it that it looked

almost horizontal. It had none of the stillness of the surrounding mountains. It was like a river

that gathers pace before a waterfall, bumpy and uneven, an intruder in a peaceful land. It bent

slightly and turned towards us. Then it reared, gathering itself into a triangle of snow that jutted

up into the sky and collapsed abruptly, vomiting the debris of its long journey into a sea of rock,

scree, mud, and ice. Huge black blisters burst out from its white skin, dark and ugly against the

descending clouds. It had none of the enchanting beauty I had expected – you had to be above

it to see that. From underneath, Siachen’s entrails were humiliatingly exposed.By then it was

near nightfall and we were in an area the army said was vulnerable to Pakistani shelling. We

drove back to Sasome for the night. As bearers served us whisky and soda in the officers’

mess, our host, a softly spoken man with Nike trainers and dreams of the future, talked about

how he was waiting his turn to assume charge of a mortar position on Siachen. He and another

officer explained the workings of the bukhari stove that heated the mess and was the lifeline of

every soldier in this part of the world. A metal cylinder with a pipe at its base to pump in

kerosene, the bukhari had a small door at the front to let in air, while above it another pipe

funnelled off exhaust fumes. Both efficient and quirky, it could heat up a room faster than an

electric or gas fire, but had a tendency to explode, so it was rarely left on overnight. A retired

brigadier spoke enthusiastically about windmills he had set up in Sasome in an experiment

with wind power. It was all remarkably relaxed. Over the years of the war, the camp at Sasome

had become just another fixture in the supply lines to Siachen. The young officer waiting to

man the mortar position showed no trace of fear, nor even anger that he was being asked to

fight in such a savage battlefield; only a quiet, shrugging acceptance.We were served at table –

in my honour they had cooked European food – and slept early, before the electricity generator

was turned off for the night. As the most senior member of our group, I was given a bungalow

usually reserved for high-ranking officers, with a comfortable bedroom warmed by a large

stove, a big double-bed and a bathroom. I even had my own batman who came in the morning

to light the bukhari and bring a cup of tea and a bucket of hot water for washing – there was no

running water in Sasome. Then it was time to leave, once again, for Siachen.3SIACHEN“This

world was more wonderful far than I had ever known before. And I seemed to grow greater

myself from the mere fact of having seen it. Having once seen that, how could I ever be little

again?”British explorer Francis Younghusband on the KarakoramThe grey-brown moraine

dumped by the Siachen glacier loomed above us as we approached the Indian Army base

camp. We had followed the same track we had driven down the previous day, and now

continued on to the terminus or “snout” of the glacier. Along the way were old gun positions,

little left of them but sandbags and empty shells. The Pakistanis had been able to work out the

positions of Indian artillery from the trajectory of incoming fire, so the Indians had kept moving

their guns. A yellow sign painted in large black letters marked the entrance to the camp. “Here

great courage and fortitude is the norm,” it declared. Inside the camp, tents and camouflaged

huts with corrugated roofs were tucked into the lee of the hill on the western side to avoid

artillery fire. Big air force helicopters and tiny four-seater army Cheetah choppers buzzed

overhead. Men in white snow jackets and goggles prepared for training or deployment. Yellow

signposts pointed with military precision to the supply depot, the Siachen Battle School, the

airfield, and to base HQ.The Siachen brigade commander, a tall Sikh in a regal black turban

trimmed in red, was waiting for us as our jeeps pulled up. Brigadier H.P.S. Bedi had flown by

helicopter from a nearby base to meet us and now ushered us into a draughty shed for a

briefing. Siachen was so out of the way, he began, that for centuries only local people visited



the glacier, giving it its name, “the place of roses”, after the wild sia roses that grow in the

region. In the nineteenth century, a few intrepid Victorian explorers – among them Francis

Younghusband – discovered its outer reaches, but barely guessed at the existence of such a

huge glacier. It was not until the early-twentieth century that a British traveller accurately

calculated its size, and then in 1911 and 1912 the American Fanny Bullock-Workman spent

two summers camping with her husband on Siachen, exploring it widely. She was the first

foreign woman to stand on the glacier. According to the officers at base camp, I was the

second.Siachen had been ignored for decades by India and Pakistan, Brigadier Bedi

continued, even after they fought their first war over Jammu and Kashmir in 1947–8, tearing it

apart. The ceasefire line agreed after that war marked the positions of both armies after they

had stopped fighting. It was formalised by India and Pakistan at a meeting in Karachi in 1949.

Both agreed, however, that this ceasefire line – later renamed the Line of Control (LoC) -

should stop at map grid reference NJ9842, to the south-west of Siachen. They had no reason

to include Siachen since their armies had not fought there. In any case, Brigadier Bedi said, the

Siachen region was considered too hostile to be of any use to anyone. Temperatures in the

terrain dropped to -50 C. in the winter and up to fifteen metres of snow fell each year. Huge

avalanches slid off steep mountain walls and the crevasses were so enormous that no one

knew how deep they were. “Nobody ever perceived that this area would become a flashpoint,”

he said. The Karachi agreement therefore simply noted – with a vagueness that would

eventually lead to the Siachen war – that the ceasefire line should continue from point NJ9842

“thence north to the glaciers”.The Pakistanis, Brigadier Bedi said, encroached on this no-man’s

land in the 1970s by giving permission to foreign climbers to explore the mountains around

Siachen, implying the land was theirs to control. They then began marking the area as

Pakistani-controlled territory in their maps. “Cartographic aggression,” he said, using an

expression that sounded unexpectedly quaint. That, in his view, was what had started the

Siachen war. “Towards the end of the ’70s, the Pakistanis began a cartographic aggression.

They showed the area on their maps.” India and Pakistan sent military patrols to Siachen to

check on what the other side was doing. Then, fearing that Pakistan planned to occupy the

main passes on a mountain ridge overlooking the Siachen glacier, India sent its own troops to

forestall the Pakistani move. As I would discover later when unearthing the Pakistani version of

the war, those fears of a planned Pakistani operation were well grounded. India beat Pakistan

by a matter of weeks, dropping men by helicopter to occupy the mountain passes on 13 April

1984. Pakistan tried, and failed, to drive the Indians out, and the war began.
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